
  

  

Welcome! 
 
 
Hello, and welcome.  I’m Naomi from IttyBiz, and you are listening 
to a free sample from the Let’s Fix Your Business course – a set of 
three classes that tell you what to do with your content, website and 
list so that more people start buying your stuff. 
  
This sample is from week two of the Let’s Fix Your List class. It is 
called “Picking The Best List Approach For Your Ittybiz,” and is all in 
aid of making you say “Wow.  If their free stuff is this good, imagine 
how good the paid stuff is going to be!”   
 
Actually, that’s not technically true, because this sample is from the 
paid stuff.  This is sample number three, so that means we’ve given 
you three full weeks of the class – a week from each, complete with 
the Guidebooks for each session.  So it’s more like getting 5 minutes 
of a massage and thinking “That was so good I think I’ll go for the 
full kit.”   
 
Should you happen to want to go for the full kit, there are fifteen 
weeks of additional happymaking in your future. 
 
Now, this sample is for week two of the class.  What does the rest of 
the class look like?  I will tell you, because I would very much like 
you to buy it and join us for the rest of the festivities. 
 
Week 1, which happens immediately prior to this sample is called, 
“Becoming "Expert Enough" In About An Hour".  It’s a crash course 
that will turn the mystery of lists into “Oh, I get it now.” 
 
Week 2 is what you are about to listen to, and again is called “Picking 
The Best List Approach For Your Ittybiz.”  It’s pretty important. 
 
Week 3 is “Getting Your Most Likely Buyers On Your List.”  Mmm. 
Sexy. 
 
Week 4 is “Making Subscribers Stay, Share and Buy From You.”  
Even sexier. 
 
Week 5 is “Creating Your Custom List Content Plan”, and  



  

  

 
Week 6 is “Getting Even Better Results From Your List.” 
 
Now that we’ve gotten that out of the way, enjoy the lesson. And 
promise me that you’ll go into this believing that listbuilding doesn’t 
have to be an intimidating process.  You might think it is, but it’s not.  
It is a bit of an art and a science, but it’s an art like accessorizing your 
wardrobe is an art, not like painting Michelangelo’s “The Last 
Supper” is an art.  It’s doable.  And the science part is about as 
difficult of the science of making a cake.  Put reasonable things in the 
recipe, and it will be fine. 
 
Take a deep breath.  Enjoy yourself.  You’re going to have a good 
time with this. 
  
One last piece of housekeeping before we start - registration for the 
Let’s Fix Your Business classes closes on Tuesday, March 25th.  Yes, 
you’ve still got a few days left to register, but if you’re planning to do 
it, do it now.  We have some nice pre-class material waiting for your 
lovely little eyes. 
  
Ok, let’s get going. Roll tape! 
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introduction 
 
Hello, and welcome to the Let’s Fix Your List class, Session Two, 
called “Picking the best list approach for your ittybiz.”  I’m Naomi, 
and we’re so glad you’ll be joining us. 
 
Today, we’re talking about your list’s raison d’etre. When we buy a 
book, we want to know what kind of book it is. When we accept a 
blind date, we want to know what kind of guy he is. And when we 
get on a list, we want to know what kind of list it is. 
 
The fact that pretty much nobody even has a clue what that means is 
terrifying. You don’t know what it means right now, so let’s fix that 
for you. Then none of us will be terrified. 
 
Let’s begin by talking about what we mean by “best approach” in the 
first place.  We get a lot of questions from clients about what stuff to 
put in the box that is their list, because there’s so much advice out 
there on why this type of content is the best kind to create, and that 
kind of content is the best, and this other one is also the best. 
 
Before you can ever answer that question, and before anyone can 
give you a generic answer to that question, we need to know what 
list we’re trying to build. 
 
It’s hard to know who to trust with the answer to that question, 
because there are a lot of different, conflicting and mutually exclusive 
approaches to listbuilding, and the problem is, they all work for very 
specific reasons. 
 
So who do you trust with the answer?  Should you trust what they 
tell you?  Should you trust what WE tell you? 
 
Well, no, you shouldn’t.  You should trust what YOU tell yourself, 
after you see all the data and the reasons why different approaches 
have their upsides, downsides, and methods behind their madness. 
 
That’s the thing – only you can come up with the answer.  However, 
you’re in luck, because we’re going to give you the data and the 
reasons and the details behind different types of lists, and once you 
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have all of this, you’ll find that the answer will be pretty intuitive to 
you. 
 
(Quick aside?  Dave and I write these classes together, and I love how 
he uses phrases like “you’re in luck.”  I’m always thinking, “Are you 
really in luck?  You paid for this course so you could get the answers.  
Luck had nothing to do with it.  Your Visa card did.  Anyway, that’s 
neither here nor there.) 
 
So!  We have data and examples and all of those other things for you.  
We shall give them to you in just a moment.  But first, there are a few 
key things you need to know about the purpose of your list, because 
that affects which approach you take. 
 
The main purpose of your list, when it all comes down to it, is to get 
people to STAY long enough to take the kinds of actions you want 
them to take.  Maybe you’re after ongoing sales, or you want them to 
become loyal sharers of your emails, or you just want to keep them 
long enough to make a one-time purchase if you just sell one big 
thing. 
 
But all of that – any conceivable thing you could, should or might do 
with your list – comes down to them STAYING.  It comes down to 
them sticking around long enough for them to respond to your calls 
to action. 
 
This is important to note for two reasons. 
 
First of all, it means that before you get all excited about getting 
MORE people on your list, you need to make sure that you’ve 
created the right fit for them in terms of what they want out of your 
list so that they will stay. 
 
If you’re getting 100 new people a month on your list, and losing 99 
of them every month, you don’t have a very big success story on your 
hands.  Your list has to be stay-worthy, and that’s why your 
approach is important.  Pick the right approach, and your chances of 
getting them to stay go through the roof compared to just promoting 
your list and hoping fresh people will stay. 
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This is one of those things that you have to get right from the 
beginning in order to set yourself up for real list growth over the long 
term.  But just remember, KEEPING people is what brings you the 
money.  It’s not just growth, it’s retention. 
 
The second reason focusing on what will make people STAY is so 
important is because it helps you attract more of the kind of people 
who will stay in the first place. 
 
Most people – mainly because most list building gurus focus only on 
the big sexy numbers – think GETTING people to sign up for your 
list is an inherently good thing. 
 
Yes, it is good – but not inherently, not just for its own sake.  if you 
happened to fire up Google, you would find no shortage of people 
telling you how to get 100 new people on your list every day of the 
week.  Big numbers ARE sexy.  There’s no denying that. 
 
But what is more important than BIG numbers are numbers that will 
actually help you.   
 
Let’s look at a real-world example. If you happened to own, say, a 
clothing store in the mall, and it was a new brand that no one knew 
about, a typical marketing person would say something like this. 
 
“Let’s put up a sign that says ‘Grand Opening Sale – Everything 50% 
off.’ That will get people pouring in the doors.”   
 
Ok, let’s say you did that, and let’s say it really worked.  And let’s say 
that your store was flooded with people, and they really were 
pouring in the doors.  You can’t move for people.  There are 100 of 
them.  
 
And they’re all complaining. 
 
They’re complaining because they don’t like the kinds of clothes you 
sell.  Maybe your stuff is too formal or upmarket.  And they’re 
complaining because of the prices – even at 50% off, you’re still over 
their price range because most of these people are deep discount 
shoppers. 
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So now your store is full of 85 people complaining about how much 
you suck, and 15 people just trying to get their shopping done.  Soon 
enough, the deep discount shoppers start filing out and griping about 
how lame you are, and most of the serious shoppers go with them 
just to get out of the fray.  So you end up with maybe five sales out of 
those 100 people. 
 
This is what most people’s lists are like.  They’re filled to the brim 
with random people who saw something interesting but didn’t get 
enough detail to set accurate expectations.  And when people’s 
expectations aren’t met – and especially so when they had wiggle 
room to set their own expectations – people turn into the worst 
versions of themselves. 
 
They complain, they vent their unhappiness to you, and they leave.  
Nobody wins. 
 
Now, let’s say you called us up and said “I need to save this train 
wreck of a grand opening.”  We might suggest you put a sign up that 
says something like this: 
 
“Grand Opening Sale – All Formal Wear 50% off.  Hundreds of items 
at $99 and up.” 
 
Very different sign.  Very different results.  Here’s what would 
happen. 
 
Those same 100 people would approach the store when they saw the 
50% off sign.  Then they would read the WHOLE sign.  50 people 
would walk away because they don’t want formal clothes.  25 people 
would walk away because $99 and up is out of their price bracket.  
The remaining 25 would walk into your store. 
 
Out of those 25 people, we have the same 15 serious shoppers, and 10 
people seeing if they want to become serious shoppers or not.  Those 
10 might be checking you out, not because they want to buy today, 
but because they might later if your stuff isn’t lame. 
 
Here’s the thing:  Even if every one of those 10 non-serious shoppers 
didn’t like what you had on offer, they would not complain.  They 
know what your prices start at, so they’re not going to be 
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disappointed by the cost.  They know you sell higher-end clothes, so 
they’re not looking for $5 t-shirts they could get at Wal-Mart. 
 
If they leave, they leave because they took a look, decided not to buy, 
and just left. 
 
Now, the guy who is going to tell you you’re going to get 100 people 
streaming in seems sexy, until you look at the math.  Our version 
only gets you 25 people, but they’re all going to be your most likely 
buyers, or at least close to it.  
 
And since you’re not going to have to pay attention to noise of the 75 
guaranteed non-buyers, you’re going to have a lot more time and 
attention available to sell to the people who ARE interested.  Which 
means more money in your pocket. 
 
You might get all 15 of the serious shoppers to buy, and 5 more of the 
people checking you out now to come in and buy later.  So 20 sales 
versus 5 sales is, obviously, a serious improvement. 
 
The moral of this story?  If you set the right expectations, you’ll get a 
lot more of your most likely buyers sticking around.  And you’ll 
prevent a lot of the “noise” from subscribers that aren’t the right fit 
that tends to make it so difficult for everyone to figure out how to 
“satisfy” their list. 
 

w  w  w 
 
Another thing we want you to be thinking about as you go into your 
best-approach-choosing portion of this class is that you will do your 
audience an amazing service – for which you will be well rewarded – 
if you take active leadership in terms of helping them understand 
why they are on your list in the first place. 
 
Here’s what we mean:  Most people – and really, we could probably 
say all people, including you and me – don’t really know why they 
get on a list in the first place. 
 
We have an inkling of why we subscribe – I mean, we’re not doing it 
in a vacuum – but we don’t consciously think about what type of 
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customer we are, what our expectations are, and what would serve 
us best in the moment.   
 
At our heart, we’re consumers.  And whether it’s consuming things 
we pay for, like products or services, or consuming free things like 
information and entertaining reading, we don’t really put much 
thought into the process. 
 
Basically, what we’re saying is that we sign up for a list on the basis 
that it seems like a good idea at the time, but we don’t really think 
that hard or that consciously on why it would be a good idea. 
 
And that’s where leadership comes in.  It means that you look at the 
audience that’s the right fit for your list, and you figure out what 
goes into making subscribing feel like a good idea at the time, and 
you explicitly promise to deliver on the things that satisfy those 
desires. 
 
Imagine you were joining something like, say, a gym, because you 
think to yourself that it would be a GOOD IDEA to do so.  There are 
some obvious things that factor into that.  You can get in shape, lose 
weight, and if you join you might actually GO.  So it sounds like a 
good idea. 
 
That’s a good thing.  But why is it good?  And why is it good for you? 
 
Are you Person A, who likes to be surrounded by energy?   
 
If so, things like bright lighting and brightly-colored walls, or great 
workout music played over the gym’s speakers, or seeing 100 other 
people sweating it out on the treadmill would be reasons behind why 
joining a particular gym might be good for you. 
 
Or are you Person B, who needs structure in order to succeed?   
 
If so, having a regular schedule of aerobic classes, or access to 
personal trainers by appointment, or knowing that at 4pm every day 
you can guarantee a treadmill is free to use would be reasons why 
joining a particular gym might be good for you. 
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Or are you Person C, who needs the opposite of structure to succeed, 
because your schedule is crazy and you’re already motivated 
internally by your desire to be a bodybuilder?   
 
If so, having 24-hour access so you can workout three times a day, or 
the option for more free weights instead of exercise machines, or a 
place that only serious bodybuilders go to would be reasons behind 
why a particular gym might be good for you. 
 
The type of person you are directly affects which kind of gym is 
appealing to you.  The would-be Mr. Universe would hate the 
treadmill-filled gym chain full of gym bunnies in spandex.  The gym 
bunny would probably hate the idea of working out at midnight.  
The structure-oriented person might hate being left on their own. 
 
All three of these people might think “joining a gym” seems like a 
good idea at the time, but they all have different needs that they 
don’t necessarily articulate to themselves.  And because they haven’t 
consciously thought about what they need in a gym, it’s likely they’ll 
bounce around seeking the right fit. 
 
Now, the difference between a gym and your list is that with a gym, 
people already have some level of pre-conceived notion.  The gym 
bunny kind of knows she wants a place with lots of treadmills.  The 
bodybuilder knows he wants a lot of free weights.  So, there are a few 
things they think going in, because they have some frame of 
reference for what different gyms are like. 
 
However, the same is not true for an email list.   
 
We’ve just described three types of gyms – the big chain gym where 
you’re left on your own, the personal-trainer studio which is usually 
smaller and more, well, personal – and the 24-hour gym that’s 
generally smaller, grittier, and full of the Very Serious Weightlifters.  
You probably had images of all of three of these archetypes in your 
head even before this class.  They’re more or less iconic. 
 
Now, describe three different types of list archetypes.  Quick, which 
are the iconic three types that everyone thinks about before they put 
their email in the little box? 
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Yeah.  There aren’t any.  And that’s where you’ll run into trouble, 
because it will be near-impossible to make sure your subscribers will 
get what they need.  They’ll be like hungry people wandering into a 
place that has a big sign that says “Food” without knowing whether 
they’re going to get a sit-down restaurant, a fast food-joint, a taco 
truck or a grocery store. 
 
And we wonder why so many people click that “Mark as spam” 
button.  They click it because their expectations weren’t met, because 
nobody took leadership in saying “This list satisfies these specific 
needs.  Join if you want them, don’t join if you don’t want them. 
  
So!  We are going to teach you how to do that right now.  Since the 
world has not provided you with list archetypes we have created 
them for you, and we’ll help you figure out how to set the 
expectations that you need to in order to get people to happily stay 
on your list for a long, long time. 
 
Unless, of course, you’re the type of business that actively doesn’t 
want that.  Excuse me?  Why would anyone not care if someone stays 
on their list for a long time?  Well, there’s a good reason for that, and 
you’ll see it as we go through the archetypes. 
 
This is what we mean when we say don’t trust the gurus who tell you 
that their approach is the best approach for you to take.  So let’s dive 
in. 
 
The 3 List Archetypes 
 
For the purposes of this class, we’re going to divide the majority of 
businesses in this world into three categories.  There could be other 
categories – and we’re not saying there aren’t – but if you’re running 
an email list or physical mailing list, odds are you fit one of these 
three archetypes.  
 
Going back to the gym example, this is like us saying that there are 
basically three kinds of gyms – ones that Person A likes to go to, on 
that Person B likes to go to, and one that Person C likes to go to.  Each 
gym follows a certain archetype because it has the highest chance to 
attract their most likely buyers. 
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In your case, your archetype will help you identify your own most 
likely buyers.  We’ll actually go into the details of who this is in the 
next session, but in this one we’ll help you decide what general type 
you’re dealing with. 
 
The first archetype we’ll talk about is one that we’ll refer to as the 
“One Time Buyer” business.  If this is your type of business, your 
primary objective is probably going to be keeping people on your list 
until they make their purchase. 
 
Let’s go through some examples of what a “One-Time Buyer” 
business looks like.  Often they sell “durable goods” items, like those 
$3,000 Tempur-Pedic beds, or a $5,000 furnace, or a $2,000 
transmission, or a $20,000 car.   You get one of these, and you’re kind 
of finished with this vendor in most cases if that’s all they can offer 
you. 
 
Sometimes these businesses sell long-lasting services, like web 
design, dedicated coaching, driveway repaving, career assessments, 
wedding photography, and divorce litigation.  In these kinds of 
businesses, when you need the service you really need the service, 
and when you’re done you might never need that service done again. 
 
Well, maybe web designers and divorce lawyers might see the same 
clients every five years or so, but in general it’s a “your mileage may 
vary” situation.  As the seller of these services, you can’t put any 
hope or expectation into seeing these customers again. 
 
In the case of dedicated coaches, we’re referring to people who 
ONLY offer coaching, generally on a very specialized topic.  These 
are people like job interview coaches, executive leadership coaches, 
and in-person sales coaches.  In other words, people who work with 
customers who seriously NEED coaching, often in a hurry, and aren’t 
just thinking about it as a nice to have.   
 
So we’re not really talking about life coaches or marketing coaches – 
those will fall more into the third kind of archetype. 
 
In short, the most likely buyers for businesses that fit the “One Time 
Buyer” archetype have something in common:  Once they buy, 
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they’re not coming back for a long, long time, or they are done 
forever.   
 
So, if this describes your type of business, then you don’t need people 
to stay on your list forever.  
 
You just need to get them on your list when they’re actively looking 
to make a purchase, and keep them on your list until they either 
decide they want to spend their money with you or with someone 
else.  Basically, you’ve got shoppers on your list that are looking to 
decide who to buy from, and why. 
 
Now, in general, what would get people to stay on this kind of list 
long enough to make a purchase?  Well, how long they actually stay 
depends on how far they are into the sales cycle.   
 
If you’re Joe from Minnesota planning to surprise his wife with a 
fancy new Tempur-Pedic bed in hopes of reviving their stale 
bedroom life, Joe might be there for a while.  There are a lot of 
different options to choose from, and a lot of literature to look 
through, and he’s thinking that his $3,000 needs to be well spent. 
 
On the other hand, if you’re Joe’s wife, and you’re looking for a 
divorce lawyer NOW, your sales cycle is going to be significantly 
shorter.  She wants to make sure her $30,000 is going to be well spent, 
too, and she wants to size up the competition and make a choice fast. 
 
Of course, it could go the other way.  Joe might have a bad back and 
want that bed yesterday, or his wife might be on the fence about this 
whole divorce thing and wants to carefully, thoughtfully look at 
different lawyers to see what the whole process is like.  From a 
separate email account, of course. 
 
Either way, you can never be sure where someone is in the sales 
cycle, and how ready they are to buy, so your best bet here is to 
hedge your bets and look at what both types of buyers might be 
looking for. 
 
For the “One-Time Buyer” business, a steady stream of informational 
offers and discounts that arrive in short order might be your best bet.   
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If you’re that divorce lawyer, a 30-day daily email about what to do 
while you’re thinking about how to navigate the divorce process 
could work wonderfully.  Keeps you fresh in their mind and 
delivering helpful information that they need every day, which you 
want to do because you are trying to get them to keep you on at the 
top of the “who they’re going to pay” list. 
 
If you’re selling wedding photography, you can do the same thing, 
except every day remind them that they can save 10% by booking an 
appointment with you online.  Divorce attorneys don’t discount, but 
most other businesses have a shot at giving a price break.  And every 
day you’re reminding them of a discount they’re not getting from the 
competition. 
 
Now, you don’t HAVE to email them every day for 30 days.  But if 
you’re selling what amounts to a one-time purchase, whether it’s 
high-ticket or not, you need to give them the opportunity to buy from 
YOU rather than the other people they’re probably shopping for.   
 
So you’ll be able to mail more frequently than the average business, 
because chances are good that the only reason they’re on your list is 
because they’re strongly interested in purchasing.  They’re usually 
not casual browsers.  Who signs up for the furnace guy’s list if they’re 
not at least theoretically ready to buy? 
 
So, the short answer is that for one-time-buyers, the people who will 
get on your list want information and potentially discounts first and 
foremost.  They’re strongly biased towards buying, and they actively 
want anything that will help them get more comfortable with the 
buying decision.   
 
Once they’ve made that decision – to buy from you, to buy from 
someone else, or not to buy at all – they will in all likelihood 
unsubscribe from your list.  It’s rare that you’ll keep them “just 
because.”  So you’re not risking much at all by emailing them heavily 
in a sequence before they give you money. 
 
Now, a side note?   
 
Some one-time-buyer businesses are set up to support future 
purchases.  The furnace company might offer quarterly cleanings, the 
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career assessment coach may offer yearly coaching sessions around 
salary renegotiations, and the wedding photographer may offer 
anniversary albums.   
 
And if that transmission place also does tune-ups and scheduled 
maintenance, the buyer may still get a lot of value out of staying 
subscribed.  
 
In these cases, what you’d do to make things easier for those who 
choose to become your customers is mail them separately.   
 
Depending on your list setup, you might just be able to bump them 
onto a separate list.  In other cases you might just have to tag their 
records in your database so you can separate them from your main 
sequence and mail them separately.  Either way it’s a technical issue 
that you can ask your email provider’s customer support about. 
 
Once you have them separated, you can email on a more newsletter-
and-promotion style basis, with requests for referrals thrown in here 
and there, which we’ll cover more in the next archetype.   
 
But keep that in mind if you’re the one-time-buyer kind of business – 
just because your customer has completed the sales cycle, you don’t 
have to lose their email subscription.  You just have to manage it 
differently. 
 
So let’s talk about that next archetype. 
 

w  w  w 
 
The second archetype is one that we’ll refer to as the “Regular, 
Repeat Buyer” business.  If this is your type of business, your 
primary objective is probably going to be keeping people feeling 
connected to your brand and on the lookout for promotions. 
 
This is because this kind of customer either buys the kind of thing 
you sell frequently – or frequently enough – that they could see your 
emails as relevant to you rather than just spam. 
 
Some examples of “Regular, Repeat Buyer” businesses are your 
neighborhood oil change shop or dry cleaner, the health food store 
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down the corner, your favorite coffee shop, your massage therapist, 
your acupuncturist, the place you get your office supplies from, your 
go-to people for tech support or virtual assistance – basically, 
anything that you kind of expect to pay for on a regular basis rather 
than some flashy thing that catches your attention during a launch. 
 
Also included here is anything that runs on a paid subscription, 
whether it’s a magazine, paid newsletter, pest control service, 
software-as-a-service subscription, or monthly access to a website.   
 
If your customers can get an email from you saying “here’s 
something to buy” and they’re not going “Why the hell makes them 
think I wanted this email?” you probably are safe to consider yourself 
safely nestled into the “Regular, Repeat Customer” archetype. 
 
Now, this doesn’t necessarily mean that they DO buy from you on a 
regular basis – more than a few people don’t change their oil on time 
or come back for their next massage on a truly regular basis – but 
we’re focusing on the type of customer who COULD, naturally and 
without any special circumstance, make the same kind of purchases 
from you on a consistent basis. 
 
So, why do these people stay on a list like this?   
 
In general, they tend to like promotions, so that’s fairly 
straightforward.  This is a short sales cycle, frequent purchase type of 
audience, so they’re actually going to appreciate regular deals and 
promotions, and that alone can keep them on your list for years. 
 
What they also tend to like is information that is relevant to them 
specifically as a consumer.  They want to know what’s new, so they 
can consider buying it.  If you’re the massage therapist, they like 
knowing you have extended hours on weekends now.  If you’re 
selling them physical supplies, they like knowing that you now offer 
free shipping on orders over $50. 
 
Since they are regular consumers, they also want to know more about 
how to use what they have bought, if that’s relevant.  If you’re 
running an oil-change shop, they’re buying car care, so tips on 
maintenance – or reminders to do it – satisfy their expectations.  If 
you’re the massage therapist, they enjoy hearing about different 
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benefits of massage and tips on the best times of day to get their 
treatment. 
 
In general, if you imagine your customer picking up a magazine with 
an article about your topic, and think of something they would 
actually be interested in reading, you’ve got a safe bet for content.  
That said, they don’t necessarily want to know information about 
your topic for it’s own sake – they only really care about what’s 
relevant to them as a consumer. 
 
So if I’m on the health food store’s list, I don’t really care about 
reading emails about why health food is good or the history of health 
food.  But tell me what to look out for on deceptive food labels, what 
new health benefit they’ve found in organic tomatoes, or tell me what 
different supplements are good for a particular condition, and I’m all 
ears because it helps me figure out what to buy. 
 
They also like information that reinforces the feeling that they are 
making a smart decision being your customer.   
 
If the acupuncturist emails you about a new study that says people 
who get that service have better performance in the bedroom, or that 
the local dry cleaner is donating 10% of this month’s purchases to 
neighborhood charity, or that people who get their oil changed 
regularly save $200 a year on fuel costs, they’re going to feel like they 
were smart to buy the things you’re selling.   
 
It’s called confirmation bias – we’re all looking for a reason to say 
“This was a smart buying decision” so we can feel good about 
ourselves, so if you can provide evidence to that, your subscribers 
will be happy to hear it. 
 
Basically, if your emails make them feel good about being a customer 
of your kind of business, help them make decisions on what to buy 
next, or tell them how to get the most out of what they’ve bought, 
they’ll generally feel like you’re satisfying their expectations. 
 
When you’re trying to get people to join your list, knowing these 
things in specific will help you craft your copy so that they know that 
YOU know what they really want. 
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We’ll talk more about how to get them on that list in the first place in 
the next session, but for the moment that’s what you need to know 
about the “Regular, Repeat Customer” archetype. 
 

w  w  w 
 

Now, let’s talk about the third archetype, which we’ll call the 
“Ongoing Collector.”  This is going to be an unfamiliar term for you, 
mainly because we made it up, but it covers a wide range of 
businesses and in some cases, could potentially overlap each of the 
previous archetypes. 
 
Again, this is what we mean when we say you can’t just follow 
generalized advice.  Every ittybiz is unique, and some just happen to 
have audiences, demographics or even product and service offerings 
that create a bit of a hybrid business, which needs some level of 
hybrid approach. 
 
So let’s talk about the “Ongoing Collector” type of business.  These 
businesses have an audience base that wants a specific type of 
product or service not just for its own sake, but because it came from 
you.   
 
They are not necessarily in a particular stage in the sales cycle – and 
for a long time they may not even consider themselves in a sales cycle 
at all – but something about who you are, what you do and how you 
do it compels them to want more of what they can only get from 
YOU. 
 
So in a sense, they are a long term, ongoing collector of things that 
come from YOU.  And this covers a lot of business types, whether it’s 
because what you sell is unique or you are uniquely compelling to 
them.  Essentially, we’re talking about brand loyalty combined with 
something they’re interested in. 
 
In the physical product sphere, this could be a particular brand that 
carries its own cache.  Personally, I am partial to a particular brand of 
scarves from Hermes, a French company that makes high end 
scarves, clothing and accessories. 
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I’m a scarf buyer, it’s true, but they’re generally not that compelling 
to me unless they come from Hermes, because I like what makes 
them unique.  The same could be said for products from Apple – you 
may not even LIKE computers in general, but you may be partial to 
that brand.   
 
Here in Canada, people are generally either loyal to Starbucks or to 
Tim Horton’s.  They’re not coffee enthusiasts – they just want their 
morning coffee, and they want it to come from one particular place 
when they can help it. 
 
Technically, these overlap into the “Regular, Repeat Buyers” 
archetype, but what makes these a little bit different is that there’s a 
stronger brand loyalty.  You may go to the health food store down 
the street because it’s down the street, or the massage therapist 
because they’re across the street from your day job, but you don’t 
necessarily consider these a compelling BRAND. 
 
When you’re a compelling brand, you can compel more attention, 
and there’s a stronger reason to stay on a list for many consumers.   
 
You may be on Starbucks’ mailing list because you want to know the 
minute the Pumpkin Spice Lattes come back into the rotation, or you 
want to know when the Gap runs their Summer Sale, or you want to 
know the dirt on the next version if the iPhone.  You want to know 
because it’s relevant to you. 
 
If the health food store down the street closes down, you’re likely to 
get on the mailing list of the next closest health food store because 
you want the discounts.  But if Apple folds, you’re not heading over 
to Microsoft’s mailing list. 
 
The reason that physical product brands are included in this 
archetype is because a significant cross section of customers can be 
considered collectors.  People aren’t likely to try every new brand of 
wheatgrass that your local health food store adds to its shelf, but they 
are likely to want to collect the experience of trying the new device 
that Apple comes out with, regardless of what it is. 
 
So if you are a physical product seller with brand loyalty, your 
audience is likely to want to be on your list to hear about – and 
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receive promotions on – new stuff you have on offer, because it came 
from YOU.  Not so from the oil change place.  Potentially from the 
massage therapist, but generally that’s only true if clients really feel 
personally brand loyal to the therapist herself. 
 
It’s a subtle difference, but it is a difference to be aware of if you sell 
on brand reputation rather than selling to customers based on your 
location or price points.  So keep that in mind. 
 
Please note that you don’t have to be a big brand to fall into this 
category.  If you sell your own line of custom-blended hand lotions 
with a fairy theme out of your spare room, or you create high-end 
jewelry that’s ticking along at a steady $80,000 a year, you’re a brand.  
So you don’t have to be a multi-national corporation to have 
customers who are collectors. 
 
Now, a lot of other non-product businesses fall into the “Ongoing 
Collector” archetype, and we can put them in the general umbrella of 
authority brands, personality brands, or celebrity brands.  There’s a 
difference between the three, and they often overlap, but if you don’t 
know the differences between them, you won’t be able to meet their 
expectations. 
 
Remember, like we said before, your audience doesn’t consciously 
KNOW what their expectations are.  They just know when they’re 
not being met.  We’ll help you navigate that. 
 
So, let’s talk about these three brand types.  They’re definitely visible 
in big, nationally known brands, but they make up a pretty 
substantial portion of the brands that we’d call an ittybiz.   
 
Generally, this is a brand built around a single person, or in some 
cases two to five people on a team, who personally provide 
information-based products or non-repeat services. 
 
Anyone who sells information products – from dog training guides, 
parenting manuals, gardening DIY-books, meditation courses, and 
more – including fiction authors – has an audience of collectors.  
They may only buy one eBook, print book, DVD or online course, but 
if they like what comes from you, they’re primed to buy more 
because it came from you. 
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The same is true for non-repeat service providers.  Anyone who is a 
life coach, marketing coach, nutrition coach, or consultant of any 
stripe has the potential to have customers who are collectors.   
 
They may come back to you from time to time to get coaching or 
consulting on different problems they need solving, and chances are 
pretty good that you’ve got some information-based products they’re 
willing to buy. 
 
The same is true for different kind of service providers like 
freelancers or professional service providers.  Someone might come 
to you for a new logo, and then come back for business cards or web 
design.  Or they might come to you to help install their website and 
then return to have you install their shopping cart or set up their 
email list.   
 
The reason we call these customers collectors is because if you have a 
range of different services – ones that are complementary and don’t 
lend themselves to repeat purchases of any particular one – they’ll 
have a level of trust and experience with you that will encourage 
them to “collect” several of the services you offer.  
 
We see this often with clients – someone will come in buying a class 
like this one, then come in for consulting next, copywriting later, and 
pick up an ebook here and there throughout the process. 
 
The important thing to note here is that because they’re collectors – 
and we’ll explain why they’re collectors in a moment – they are more 
likely to purchase specific products and services from YOU than they 
would be to buy those products and services in a vacuum. 
 
In other words, someone may have never considered themselves 
interested in copywriting, but they come in for a marketing 
consulting session with us.  If they like us, then when they see our 
copywriting course they think “Well, I never thought of buying this 
kind of thing before, but if it came from THEM, now I’m interested.” 
 
It’s similar to merchandising.  You may have all the t-shirts you need, 
and not plan to buy another one for a year, but if you go to a concert 
and there’s a shirt from your favorite band, you’ll be predisposed to 
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buy it.  Not because you actively want a t-shirt, but because you want 
more things connected with that band. 
 
That’s how it is with collectors.  When there’s an experience that they 
like, they want more.  Personally, I can’t stand technology and 
computers drive me crazy.  But Dave got me a Macbook for 
Christmas the year we met, and now I have an iPod, and iPhone and 
an iPad.  Never in my wildest dreams would I have intrinsically 
WANTED any of those things, but now I’ve become a collector 
because I like the experience.  It’s familiar to me. 
 
That’s how it is with an ittybiz that’s an authority, personality, or 
celebrity brand.  People get to know your brand, they like the 
experience, they get comfortable with it, and they want more just 
because it’s from you – just like people want whatever their favorite 
author or musician comes out by default. 
 
So let’s talk about those three types of brands, and what unique 
expectations their brands create. 
 
Authority brands are created when people can depend on you to 
provide service and information – whether it’s free online content, 
paid products or live events – that confidently demonstrate a level of 
expertise they are looking for.   
 
Authority brands aren’t dependent on personality or celebrity 
factors, and they can be dry and boring and still be successful.  It’s 
like the Dummies books – there’s no sex appeal to Windows for 
Dummies or Feng Shui for Dummies.  When you see them in the 
store, you just know that the information in them will be correct and 
complete enough for your needs. 
 
If you are a straight authority brand, people come to you based on 
the strength of the information or services you provide.  They know 
you will deliver what they need, and that’s their primary expectation.   
 
Because of that, these people will stay on your list generally because 
they want tactical information or timely, up-to-date information on 
whatever topic they are interested in.  If you run a list on barbeque 
grilling tips, they want tips and they want tutorials and they want the 
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news on how the new Weber grill stacks up against the Char-Grill 
model. 
 
In other words, they want to be taught.  Keep teaching them, and 
they’ll be happy.  Throw in promotions and discounts here and there, 
and they’ll think to themselves “I might want to fork over some cash 
for more training or more information.”   
 
Note here that when we say “information”, again, this could be a 
book, an eBook, an online course, whatever.  They just want to learn. 
 

w  w  w 
 
Now, let’s talk about personality brands.  They fall into two general 
types, and we’ll call those types insight brands and comfort brands. 
 
The insight personally brand tends to overlap with the authority 
brand, because some of the same topics are covered, but it’s not quite 
the same.  While the straight authority brand would be described by 
the average Joe on the street as focused on the tactical side of things, 
the insight brand has a distinct personality element to it. 
 
That personality brand comes across as having a strong, recognizable 
stance or attitude, which buyers become attracted to because it 
delivers something unique to them.  The personality itself lends 
particular insight that could, in a sense, be called an opinion of sorts 
or a bias towards a certain type of information.  Imagine a parenting 
site written by a Southern Baptist woman and another parenting site 
written by a Jewish man from New York.  Different personalities, 
different coverage. 
 
Basically this personality serves a specific audience within that topic.  
It could be the barbeque grilling site for women, or the fitness site for 
geeks, or the marketing site for hippies.  There’s personality 
involved, but it’s not the bubbly or attention-getting personality. It’s 
a specific personality that lends a unique insight that a straight 
authority brand doesn’t. 
 
These brands don’t have to be so overt in terms of their content and 
services.  It can just be an approach or a specific level of expertise.  A 
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general parenting website run by a new parent can be a straight 
authority brand.    
 
Another parenting site written by a psychologist who has five kids 
aged 20 and up will take a completely different approach.  You’re 
going to get details and insight from the psychologist that you won’t 
get anywhere else, and whether he’s a funny guy or dry as toast, he’s 
not replicatable.   
 
No one can quite speak from the same experience and give the same 
opinions as he can.  There’s only one HIM.  He’s a personality brand. 
 
If that sounds like your business, then your list subscribers are going 
to, in a general sense, want the same things that they want from 
everyone in this archetype, except they want a lot of what YOU in 
particular bring to the table.   
 
They’re going to want emails containing information they won’t find 
anywhere else.  They’re going to want to know what’s on YOUR 
mind, not just general tactical or informational content.  So if this is 
you, you’re going to want to focus on not pulling your punches in 
terms of opinion and topics covered. 
 
Now, if you’re the other kind of personality brand, the comfort 
brand, then you have a whole different situation that actually ends 
up with the same result.   
 
The comfort brand is not about teaching or deep insight – at least not 
intrinsically.  Those can be part of things, but in general a comfort 
brand is just a brand that people like for its own sake. 
 
Some websites are just random content created by a particular 
personality who a certain segment of the population just LIKES.  
They may not actually do anything but provide a comfortable 
experience. 
 
These brands are people like authors or essayists who just say 
interesting stuff.  Sometimes they’re humor sites – not necessarily run 
by comedians, per se, but the writer is just plain funny.  Or 
heartwarming.  Or whatever.  It’s like your favorite morning radio 
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deejay – you just like tuning in and hearing whatever they have to 
say that day. 
 
These brands tend to exist for the purposes of selling mainstream 
books or booking speaking engagements.  They’re not as common, 
because they require a lot of creativity and aren’t as monetizable up 
front as products and services, but plenty of people make a very 
good living running a comfort brand. 
 
If that’s you, then what your subscribers want is essentially more of 
the same.  You can deliver the same kind of content as on your 
website, or you can deliver a specific subset of content that matches 
the main stuff.  In other words, something they don’t get on the main 
website.  Pick a topic you could normally write about on your 
website and make it newsletter-only, for example. 
 
The good thing about a comfort brand is that people really, really like 
you.  More of whatever they already like will be welcome in their 
inbox. 
 

w  w  w 
 
That brings us to the last of this little trio – we’ve covered authority 
brands and personality brands, and now we’re into celebrity brands. 
 
These brands are primarily about entertainment rather than anything 
else.  They are very flashy, very in your face, and in many cases can 
become very successful. 
 
These are tricky beasts, not because they’re complicated, but because 
they’re easy to screw up.  The general path is this one:  A brand starts 
out as a mix between authority and personality and then one of two 
things happen.   
 
Either they get major backing, such as being picked up by a major 
traffic outlet or they get some kind of sponsorship, or they just 
gradually invest in advertising and promotion until you see them 
everywhere. 
 
What generally happens here is that these brands lose what makes 
them special in the first place.  They have momentum because of 
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their previous momentum, and as they attract a larger audience their 
general content – both via email and on their website – becomes more 
and more mainstream. 
 
So instead of investing creative time and energy in getting better at 
what they do, they invest time and energy in getting people to look at 
them, because they have made the shift to being about entertainment.  
 
Now, there’s nothing wrong with entertainment, but if you’re 
seriously trying to build a celebrity brand, you need to be aware of 
the shift that’s going to take place here. 
 
Quick note:  We are not talking about actual entertainers here.  The 
musician, for example, or the comfort brand who makes it big doesn’t 
have as big a shift here.   
 
But the service or information product provider who goes the 
celebrity path does have a bigger shift.  As you become a significantly 
bigger deal, your audience will have expectations that you keep 
delivering what you’ve been delivering, and in fact that you become 
even better at it. 
 
And that’s a difficult balance to strike because in many cases the shift 
ends up creating a pendulum of self-promotion.  When the focus 
shifts towards building your empire, so to speak, you’re potentially 
putting more effort into building buzz, excitement and attention than 
you are in delivering any real value. 
 
Now, most ittybiz owners are not going to go the celebrity track, but 
many do, especially information product sellers and coaches.  There’s 
a lot of money to be made there, because the mainstream audience 
does gravitate towards the mainstream-looking celebrity.  All those 
bleached smiles and up-close headshots aren’t there by accident.  It’s 
part of the evolution. 
 
Now, this class isn’t about giving advice on how to go the celebrity 
route.  That’s a well-worn path, full of million-dollar-coaches and 
$1,600 information products.  But, since it’s a well-worn path, and 
since a lot of our audience comes from people who have 
unsubscribed from celebrity brand lists, we do have some valuable 
advice for you. 
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Whatever it is you were doing with your list before you picked up a 
lot of steam, strongly consider going back to that.  The biggest pitfalls 
that celebrity brands have is that they pull their punches and go too 
mainstream to really be appealing anymore, or they rest on their past 
success and don’t contribute anything really new to their audiences.   
 
So what happens is that the original subscribers begin unsubscribing, 
which isn’t the most precarious thing because at that point the 
represent a smaller fraction of the list in general. 
 
The most precarious thing that occurs when that happens is that 
you’re left with an audience that is subscribed to you because you 
happen to be the big deal of the moment, and not because you have a 
strong, creative, and attention-holding edge.   
 
You’ve certainly got an attention-GETTING edge, but the reality is 
that you can be replaced at any moment by the next celebrity brand 
that swoops in and starts showing some insight and authority.  And 
that’s bad news for you. 
 
The exception would be the celebrity brand that grows as a direct 
result of not pulling their punches, and pushes their creativity and 
contribution to the limit as their brand takes off.  But, those people 
will never listen to this class because, well, they don’t need it. 
 
The reality is, there’s a lot of money to be made in celebrity branding.  
You can make a lot of sales before people catch on to the fact that 
you’re not really offering a level of value and originality to back up 
the intense branding.  But when it dries up, you’re stuck. 
 
We know that’s not very motivating.  But it is how commerce works.   
 
If you truly want to develop a celebrity brand, then let the attention 
come to you from your existing list, because they will be more than 
happy to tell everyone how great you are. 
 
If the market wants you to become a celebrity – and stay a celebrity – 
then it will be because you focused on the expectations relative to 
your list type that we’ve already discussed, and you put your back 
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into making sure you satisfied those expectations consistently and 
with everything you’ve got. 
 
However, you can still make a great living while NOT being a 
celebrity brand.  We actually recommend it.  It’s a lot less pressure. 
 
Where You Go From Here 
 
Ok, we’ve covered a lot of ground so far, and we’re getting towards 
the end of this class session.  At this point you can see the differences 
in list approaches that have to do with what kind of archetype best 
fits your business and what kinds of content boosts your odds at 
keeping people on your list for as long as possible. 
 
Before we end our time here, we want to cover a few other critical 
parts of your list approach so that you set yourself up for success 
over the long term.   
 
The first thing we want to address is figuring out what you want 
your list to be like.  We’re talking tone here, the general approach you 
take when you’re writing the emails that you will be sending to your 
list on a regular basis. 
 
We have a lot of clients ask us how they should come across in emails 
– should they be super confident?  Or super professional?  Should 
they be edgy or play it safe?  What do I need to be like in order to be 
acceptable to these people? 
 
These are not one-off questions – we hear them all the time.  There 
can be a lot of pressure to perform, as it were, in your emails, because 
you’re trying to eventually make a sale.  However, when you’re 
putting on an act, you’re not going to be comfortable, and you’re 
always going to be scripting yourself, and it’s going to result in a tone 
that’s not remotely compelling.  You’re going to try and sound like so 
many things at once, and you’re going to end up sounding like 
anything.  Vanilla is a neutral flavor – everyone will kind of like it, 
but it’s forgettable.  
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It’s like in the movie Ocean’s Eleven, where a veteran con man is 
trying to give a rookie con man some advice on not looking like a 
fake when he’s talking to his target.   
 
He tells him, “Don’t look up or they know you’re lying, but don’t 
look down or they know you don’t know the truth.  Don’t use seven 
words when four will do.  Look them in the eye, but don’t stare; be 
specific but not memorable; be funny but don’t make them laugh.  
He’s got to like you, then forget you the moment you leave his side.” 
 
Yeah, that’s how it works.  If you’re not enough of everything, you’re 
nothing.  Not morally, it doesn’t mean YOU are nothing, it means 
you’re nothing memorable.  You want the opposite of the con man. 
You want people to like you and NOT forget you the moment you 
leave their side. 
 
Here’s our advice:  Be as much like yourself as you can, and choose 
what you emphasize.  This means two things. 
 
First, don’t put on an affect – write to people like you’d talk to them 
in real life, like you didn’t care about them judging you.  An exercise 
we do with clients is get them to pretend they are writing a personal 
email to people who have said “I’m interested in hearing about the 
stuff you sell, and I don’t need to be convinced.  Just give me some 
more information.” 
 
When you think like that, the pressure to put on a fake selling 
persona fades away.  You talk about what’s important to the 
customer and the buying decision like it’s no big deal, like you don’t 
have to hard sell or convince them.  And you come across SO 
naturally, that the bits of your personality that make you YOU come 
out and make you memorable. 
 
The second thing is to choose what you emphasize.  You have dozens 
of personality traits, but you don’t have to let them all show.  If 
you’re the barbeque grilling guy, and you have a good sense of 
humor, you can play that up a bit and add some personality and tone 
that way.  But you don’t have to also throw in your love of comic 
books or your ability to impersonate cartoon characters or you 
uncanny ability to quote obscure movies. 
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In real life, you generally play up one aspect of your real personality 
in public.  It’s not fake you, it’s real you, but you let one or two parts 
of you show through while holding others back. 
 
So when it comes to tone, think about what part of YOU might be 
most appealing or interesting to your audience and emphasize that, 
but don’t overdo it.  If you’re a serious debater, you can be contrary 
or controversial in tone.  If you’re especially laid back, you can add 
that tone to your writing.   
 
But you have to be yourself – maybe it’s an emphasized version of 
who you are, but it’s not an emphasized version of who you are 
NOT.  Basically, choose what you want people to notice.   
 
Think of the characters on your favorite television show.  They each 
have an identifiable tone and personality, and it’s consistent through 
every episode.  And that’s why people keep watching.  If they acted 
like different people randomly, you wouldn’t remember them. 
 
That’s how it is in your email.  If you’re one person on newsletter day 
and another person on promotion day. you’re going to cause a 
disconnect with your audience and they’ll be more likely to 
unsubscribe.  If you’re a charming nerd, write your sales emails like a 
charming nerd would.  If you’re a take-no-prisoners kind of person, 
write your newsletters with that attitude and don’t change it when 
you’re selling, either. 
 
You don’t have to be exactly like yourself – you can tone one or two 
things up because they’re useful for your brand and tone others 
down because they’re not useful for your brand.  But don’t add stuff 
that’s not there and pretend that what is there never was. 
 
That’s how you get the confidence to not pull your punches and just 
write about what your audience needs without pulling your punches. 
 
The final thing we’ll talk about is length and frequency of emails.  
The real advice here is try as much as you can to think like a 
customer – and not just any customer, but the customer who would 
be attracted to your particular tone – and make your calls from there. 
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As far as how long your emails should be and how frequently you 
should mail, it all depends on the type of person you want to attract.  
There’s no right person or wrong person, it’s just the kind of person 
who would likely be attracted to someone like you, just like in real 
life. 
 
Think from their perspective and don’t just ask “what do they want” 
– ask what they would be okay with.  You have a lot more leeway in 
that area.   
 
When you receive newsletters and promotional emails, you don’t 
tend to think about how long or short they are, or what frequency 
they come at, as long as you like the sender, or feel comfortable 
enough receiving their emails.  If you don’t like them or feel 
comfortable with them anymore, that’s when it becomes an issue. 
 
But if you’re going to attract a specific kind of person – the person 
who likes your particular tone – there’s a wide range of what they’ll 
be happy with in terms of frequency and length.  Just ask yourself 
what seems reasonable.  There is no right.  Whatever you pick, it’s 
very likely you can go pretty substantially in one direction or the 
other and still be okay. 
 
So that’s the closing advice we want to give you as you think about 
how to keep people on your list.  With the three archetypes, you have 
the general framework for your list, and how you build on that 
framework is up to you. 
 
The Guidebook for this session will walk you through a few exercises 
that will help give you ideas on how to solidify your list approach.  
Go through the Guidebook, and it will help you with this as well as 
prepare you to be ready for the next session, where we’ll talk about 
how to get the right people on your list in the first place.  
 
Thank you so much for being here today. You have been listening to 
Let’s Fix Your List, Session 2, called Picking The Best List Approach 
For Your IttyBiz. I’m Naomi from IttyBiz, and I’ll talk to you very 
soon. 
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IN CLOSING … 

 
 
We hope you enjoyed this free sample of week two of the list class.   
 
Again, we’ll be following up with five more weeks on your website, 
including … drumroll please: 
 
Week 1!  “Becoming "Expert Enough" In About An Hour.” 
 
Week 3!  “Getting Your Most Likely Buyers On Your List.” 
 
Week 4!  “Making Subscribers Stay, Share and Buy From You.” 
 
Week 5!  “Creating Your Custom List Content Plan”, and last but not 
least, 
 
Week 6! “Getting Even Better Results From Your List.” 
 
We hope you'll join us in class - remember, registration closes on 
Tuesday, March 25th, so if you're interested then get on in before the 
doors close. 
 
Over 1,000 students joined us for this course last year.  We hope 
you'll join us, too. 
 


